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ANOTHER WAY FOR ASSOCIATING 
A GRAPH TO A GROUP 
ALAIN B R E T T O * — ALAIN FAISANT" 
(Communicated by Stanislav Jakubec) 
ABSTRACT. This article introduces a new type of graph associated to a group. 
We give some basic properties of these graphs, called G-graphs, and we show that 
many of classical graphs are G- graphs. 
1. Introduction 
The group theory, especially the finite group theory, is one of the main parts 
of modern mathematics. Groups are objects constructed for the study of sym-
metries and symmetric structures, and therefore many sciences have to deal with 
them. Some popular representations of a group by a graph are the CAYLEY rep-
resentation ([5], [9]), coset representation [9], maps and hypermaps [7], [8] . . . . 
A lot of work has been done about these graphs ([3]). These graphs have very 
both nice properties and highly-regularity properties. The regularity and the 
underlying algebraic structure of CAYLEY graphs make them good candidates 
for the applications such as optimization on parallel architectures ([1]), or for 
the study of interconnection networks ([2]), see also [4]. 
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new type of graphs called 
G-graphs constructed from a group. The algorithm to construct them is 
simple. These graphs, like the graphs cited above, have both nice and regular 
properties. Consequently these graphs can be used in any areas of science where 
CAYLEY graphs, coset graphs or hypermaps occur. However, CAYLEY graphs are 
always regular, a property that can be a limitation in some cases; G-graphs can 
be either regular or non-regular. CAYLEY graphs cannot give any information on 
their corresponding groups, all groups of the same order give the same graphs if 
S — G, where S is the set of elements chosen for constructing the graphs, two 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : 05C25, 20B25. 
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G-graphs will never give the same graph if groups are abelian. In this paper, 
after a presentation of the G-graphs, we will give some basic properties. A list 
of classical graphs which are G-graphs will be established. 
2. Groups 
We consider the category whose objects are couples (G; 5) where G is a 
group and 0 ^ 5 C G; and morphisms are / : (Gx; 5X) —r (G2; 52) where 
o / : G1 —r G2 is a morphism of groups, 
oo f(Sx) CS2. 
The composition of morphisms is clear; 
/ : (Gx; 5X) —r (G2; 52) is an isomorphism if and only if 
o / : G1 —> G2 is an isomorphism of groups, 
oo / (5X ) = 5 2 
We denote by (5) the subgroup generated by 5 . 
3. Graphs 
The graphs T = (V; E; e) considered here are undirected, with multi-edges 
and loops: 
V is the set of vertices, 
E is the set of edges, 
£ is the incidence map (e: E —r 0?(V)) that assigns to every edge e G E 
the extremities of e: {x,H}, or {x} for a loop; we use the notation 
e(e) = [x,y] for bring together the two cases. 
If x,y G V, the set {c £ E : e(e) = [x,y]} is called a multi-edge (a n-edge 
if the cardinality of this set is n). 
For x G V the degree of x is 
d(x) -= card{e : e G £ & (3y G V)(y ^ x & e(e) = {x,y})} 
+2card{e : e <E E & e(e) = {x}} . 
A graph V = (V; E\ e) is connected if for every x, y G V there exists a walk 
from x to y: e1,...,en e E (n > 1) such that if e(e-) = [xi5HJ, 1 < i < n, 
one has xx = x and yn — y-
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p\ Tx = (V^E^e^ -> V2 = (V2;E2;e2) is a morphism if ip — (/, / # ) where 
o / : V1 -> V2 is a map, 
oo / # : Ex -» F?2 is a map, 
ooo ( V e 1 G J B 1 ) ( £ 2 ( / # ( e i ) ) = / ( £ l ( e 1 ) ) ) . 
Composition of morphisms: (g, g#) o (/, / # ) := (g o / , g # o / # ) 
A morphism (/?: Tx = (V^E^e^ -> T2 = (V2; E2 ; £2), y? = ( / , /
# ) , is an 
isomorphism if there exists a morphism -0: T2 = (V2; E2;e2) ~^T1 = (V^L^; £x) , 
V; — (g> g#) 5 s u c n that 
(g,g#) o (/,/#) = (IdVi,IdEi) and (/,/#) o (5,ff#) = (Id^Id^). 
4. fc-Graphs 
The graph T = (V]E]e) is said to be k-partite (k > 1) if there exists a 
partition V = [J V̂  such that c a rd / = k and 
ieI 
(Vx, tf G V) (Vi G / ) (Ve'G E) {(e(e) = [x,»] & a:, y G V;) = • a: = ») . 
V is a k-graph if it is 1-partite (just loops as edges) or if it is k-partite, k > 2, 
and not (fc—1)-partite. We use the notation T = ( [_\ V{; E\ e). 
A * -partite graph is a k-partite graph for some k > 1. 
Morphism of *-partite graphs is 
v : - i = ( UY , ;£ . ;ei)—>r2 = ( U W , ; ^ ; ^ ) 
where 
o < / ? = ( / , / * ) is a morphism of graphs, 
oo ( V i e / ^ j e / J C T O c W , . ) . 
It is clear that if (p is a * -isomorphism, then card Ix = card I2; we note 
r x ~ + T2 when Tx and T2 are isomorphic *-partite graphs. 
5. Associating a *-partite graph to (G; S) 
From now on the groups considered are finite; the unit element of G is de-
noted by 1. 
Let (G\ S) be as in §2. We shall construct: 
{G]S) A r = ( UV8;E;e) 
Ks£S J 
in the following way: 
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1) vertices: 
for all s E S let gs: G -> (7, x i-r s:r, the left s-translation, gs G 6 G , 
be decomposed into disjoint cycles: gs = ax o a2 o • • • o a r (r5 > 1) where 
ax = ( l , 5 , « s
2 , . . . , 5 a _ 1 ) , 
a = ord(s) is the order of s in G, and one has rs = °
r
rd/J ; 
let V5 := {a4 : 1 < t < r j and V = \J Vs. 
N O T A T I O N . 
cycle a = (x, sx,..., 5 a _ 1 x) denoted by (s)x, 
supp a = {x ,5a ; , . . . , «sa_1.r } denoted by (s)x, 
2) edges: 
for (s)x, (t)y G V, if #((s)xD(t)y) = p , p > 1, one constructs a p-edge between 
(s)# and (£)?/: precisely the edges are labelled e = ([(«$)#, (£)?/], ?/) where ^ varies 
in the set (s)x f] (t)y\ one settles e(e) = [(s)x, (t)y\. 
So every vertex (s)x G V5 has an ord(s)-loop, and the graph is k-partite, 
where k = #S (since if y £ (s)x one has (s)x D (s)y = 0). 
It is easy to prove that this procedure is polynomial in time: 0(n 3) . 
R e m a r k . Indeed the loops could be omitted (giving superfluous data) but it is 
convenient to keep these data, because, by Proposition 4, a morphism of groups 
gives rise to a morphism of graphs (cf. also Proposition 6). 
6. Properties 
PROPOSITION 1. If #S = k, then T(G\ S) is a k-graph. 
P r o o f . If A; = 1, the result is clear. If k > 2 and T = T(G\ S) were 
k'-partite, k' < k, then T would be k'-colorable; but 1 € p | (s); and if we 
ses 
consider W = {(s)l : s G 5 } , w e get for every s,t € S: there exists at least 
an edge between (s)l and (t)l (1 G (s) D (t)) and #VV = k so the induced 
sub-graph defined by W cannot be k' -colorable: TV is a clique with k edges. 
• 
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P R O P O S I T I O N 2. 
i) (Vi;€YJ(d(i ;)=ord(_)(l+ #_?)), 
ii) #__;= #s^+*s^ . # _ . . 
P r o o f . Easy computation. D 
PROPOSITION 3. F(G; S) is connected if and only if (S) = G. 
P r o o f . 
o If (S) = G, let (s)x, (t)y € V; one has y = s1 • • • snx, st G S, hence 
x £ (s)xf) (sn)x, 
sxG(sn)xr\(sn_1)snx, 
S2 • • • SnX e (S2)S3 " * • S n X n (Sl)S2 * ' ' SnX > 
y 6 ( » i ) » 2 " ' V n ( t ) s ; 
this gives a walk from (_)x to (t)y. 
o If !F(G;S) is connected, let i £ G; fix .„ . 5 : there exists a walk 
(s0) ->(_,>!--> • (s„)xn -> (s„+ 1)xn + 1 := (s0)x, hence 
(32/0(2/1 e (so) n ( s i N ) => 4° = si°*i = » *_ = s_"J°so0 e (5), 
(--^fa. £ (S l )X l n (*2)
ar2) =*• 5 l l a ; i = S21;C2 = > ^2 = ^ ^ l e (S) . 
(-J/Jfon e ( S n - l K - l n ( S n K ) = » 4 - l ^ n - l = ^ " X 
= ^ Xn ~ 5n n _ 1 5rT-l "n-1 ~ W) 5 
("2/n+l)(2/n+l " < 0 * n " <*<>>*) = > <"*„ =
 StX 
=> x = s-jnsin*xne(S), 
precisely x = s ^ s j ^ " ^ - 1 • • • s ^ V x 1 - ^ 0 . D 
Remark. Every decomposition x — sn^1
1 • • • s^1 SQ° gives a walk (s0) -> 
( S - ^ -> > (*m+l)~m+l ~> (
5 f > ' 
P R O P O S I T I O N 4. T supply a covariant functor from the category of (G\ S). 
G finite, to the category of * -partite graphs. 
P r o o f . If ((_?-_; Sx) —> (G2; S2) is a morphism, one defines T(h) = (/, / # ) 
in the following way: 
:F(/.):r, = ( U W d ^ r ^ f [}Wt;E2;e2) 
yseS! ' Kt€S2 ' 
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o f((s)x):=(h(s))h(x), 
o if ex = ([(*)*, ( ^ 
One can verify that T(h o ti) = T(h) o T(h'). • 
Also we have .^(Id^) = Id^-,^ , therefore: 
COROLLARY. If (G^SJ ~ (G2\S2), then T(GX] Sx) ~^ T(G2\ S2). 
The converse is false: (£>4;{r,s}) and (Z /4ZxZ/2Z; 5) where 5 = 
{(1 , 0) , ( 0 ,1)} have the same 2-graph associated. 
7. Case S = G 
We denote T(G\ G) by TG ;for d> 1 let ovdd(G) := # { x G G : ord(x) = d} . 
Consider for the (finite) groups Gx, G2 the properties: 
(P.) G ^ G 2 , 
(p2) rG i ~ t rG2 , 
(P3) (Vd G { 1 , 2 , . . . }) (ord^GJ = ord,(G2)) 
P R O P O S I T I O N 5 . We have: 
( P 1 ) ^ ( P 2 ) ^ ( P 3 ) -
P r o o f . 
(P2) => (P 3 ) : there exists a * -isomorphism 
rGl = ( U ^ ; £ ^ i ) ^ r G 2 , ( \JwvE2-,e2), 
VsGC i y V t eC2 J 
f: U K "^ U ^ t induces a bijection a: G1 -> G2 such that /(V5) = W {s); 
sGCi t£C72 
also 
ord(G,)2(ord(G7) + l) 
#Ei = 2 " , z = 1,2 (Proposition 2). 
Hence #<?-_ = # G 2 =: n. 
Let s G G ^ ord(s) = d; to this correspond g vertices: the elements of Vs; 
for every v £ Vs 
d(v) = ord(5)(ord((71) + l) = d(ord(G1) + l) , 
hence f(v) G W ,s\ has degree d- (ord(G2) + l ) ; but every w G ^0(5)
 n a s degree 
rf(Hj) = ord(g(s)) (ord(G2) + l ) ; we conclude that ord(g(s)) = d = ord(s). 
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(P3) T=> (P 2 ) : there exist three non isomorphic groups G1, G2, G3 of 
order 81 verifying (P 3 ) : (Vd e {1 ,2 , . . .})(ordd(G-) = ordd(G2) = ordd(G3)) 
with rG i ~+ TG2 ^ rG 3 . n 
As a consequence TD^ 9.̂  r z / 4 Z x Z / 2 z since for D4 (dihedral group with 8 
elements) there exist 2 elements of order 4, and for Z /4Z x Z /2Z there exist 4 
elements of order 4. 
COROLLARY. If G1, G2 are abelian and TG ^ TG , then GX~G2. 
P r o o f . It is well know that two abelian groups having the same number of 
elements of each order are isomorphic. • 
Cyclic groups have special graphs: 
PROPOSITION 6. If ord(G) = n and for every d, d\n, there exist exactly 
^p(d) d-loops in TG ((p Euler characteristic), then G is cyclic. 
P r o o f . If ord(x) = d, we have ^ vertices with a d-loop, hence if ordd := 
#{x e G : ord(:r) = d}, then 
(W e {1, 2 , . . . }) (d I n => #{v e V : v has a d-loop} = f ordrf ) . 
Consequently the d-loops number is ^ ord^. By hypothesis one have ^ ordrf < 
^p(d), so n -= ^ ordrf < ^ <p(d) = n. That leads to ordd = <p(d), and if d = n, 
d\n d\n 
then ordn = p(n) and G is cyclic. • 
Especially for G = 7L/p7L, p prime, TG has p vertices with 1-loop and p—1 
vertices with p-loop. 
Short list of classical graphs which are G-graphs. 
We give here some examples of G-graphs. This list has been established using 
GAP ([5]). More examples can be found in [6]. The corresponding groups are 
indicated between parenthesis: 
1. Bipartite complete graphs (G = Cn x Ck, S = {(1,0)(0,1)}), 
2. The 3-prism (G = C3 xCs, S = {(1, 0)(0,1)}), 
3. The cuboctahedral graph 
(G = C2xC2xC2, S = {(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1)}), 
4. The square (G is the Klein's group, G = {e,a,b,ab}, and S = {a, b}), 
5. The generalized Petersen's graph P8 3 
(G = SmallGroup(24, 3), S = {/l, / l * / 2 } ) , 
6. The cube (G = A4, S = {(123), (134)}), 
7. The hypercube (G = SmallGroup(32, 6), S = { / l , / l * / 2 } ) , 
8. The 2 x 2 grid on a 3D torus (G = Q2, S = {a,b}), 
9. The 3 x 3 grid on a 3D torus (G = D6, S = {s <E G : ord(s) = 2}), 
10. The 4x4 grid on a 3D torus (G = SmallGroup(32, 6), S = { / l , / l * / 2 } ) , 
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